TWINKLE & SPARKLE SALE! Save 30% on all that shines.
See pages 32-34 for more details.
New

Partners in Paint...Holiday Melody
by Laurie Speltz & Margy Spradling
Laurie & Margy joined forces to bring you this book full of adorable Christmas themed projects! There is something for everyone in this project book. Acrylic. 32 color pgs.
38683 Retail $15.95 | Your Cost $12.76

New

Grooved Plaque/Board
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint... Holiday Melody. Paint the cutest signs with rustic flair with our framed grooved plaque. 1 piece, wood only. 15" x 9¼". Cut from ¼" wood.
63189 Your Cost $8.99

14" Jumbo Tag Plaque
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint... Holiday Melody. This fun shaped plaque is a versatile piece, perfect for every season and holiday. Approx. 14" x 10". Cut from ½" wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63151 Your Cost $7.44

Grooved Board with Frame
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint... Holiday Melody. Frame your favorite painting and add some rustic flair with the grooved backboard. 1 piece, wood only. 11½" x 15". Cut from ¼" wood.
63158 Your Cost $15.99

Fancy Signboard
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint... Holiday Melody. This fancy signboard is perfect for all styles of projects, from traditional to modern. 1 piece, wood only. 8" x 10". Cut from ½" wood.
62882 Your Cost $5.99

Round Ornaments-Set of 3
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint... Holiday Melody. The go to ornament to keep on hand in your stash. Approx. 4¼" in diameter. Cut from ¼" wood. 3 pieces, wood only. Ribbon and wire not included.
63023 Your Cost $3.99
Grooved Tree
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint...Holiday Melody. Our grooved tree is perfect for a variety of holiday designs from landscapes to festive characters. Approx. 11” x 17”. Cut from 1/4” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62967  Your Cost $12.99

Tag with Base
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint...Holiday Melody. We love this large gift tag and think you will too. It has a large painting surface that is perfect for a variety of designs and inspirational sayings. Tag is approx. 5¾” x 9¾” and cut from 1/8” wood. The base is approx. 5¾” x 2¾” and cut from 3/8” wood. 2 pieces, wood only, ribbon not included.
62414  Your Cost $3.99

New Grooved Ornament with Crown
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint...Holiday Melody. The options are endless with this large ornament! Stock your stash with this generic ornament. Approx. 7¼” x 8”. Cut from 1/8” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63188  Your Cost $3.99

New 7” Grooved Bulb
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint...Holiday Melody. Paint the cutest ornaments on our grooved bulb. A great size to paint detailed paintings! Approx. 7” x 7”. Cut from 1/8” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63187  Your Cost $3.99

New 7” Grooved Fancy Bulb
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint...Holiday Melody. This traditional shaped ornament is perfect for all holiday patterns! The generous size is great for detailed paintings. Approx. 7” x 7”. Cut from 1/8” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63185  Your Cost $3.99

Heart Grooved Board
Painting instructions in Partners in Paint...Holiday Melody. No matter if you paint seasonal, everyday, landscape, or realistic designs, this surface is perfect. The large painting surface is ideal for detailed designs or large festive characters. Approx. 12¼” x 11”. Cut from 1/4” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63001  Your Cost $9.99
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**New**

**Ornament Exchange with Friends**  
*by Assorted Artists*

The only ornament pattern book you will need this year! Learn how to paint over 10 designs in this adorable book. There are enough designs to paint ornaments for all your friends! Acrylic. 47 color pages.

38682  Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

---

**New**

**Cut Corner Gift Tag-Set of 3**  
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. This ornament features trimmed corners that resemble gift tags. How charming it will look with your favorite holiday design on them. Overall size is approx. 3” x 5”. Cut from ¼” wood. 3 pieces, wood only.

63176  Your Cost $2.99

**New**

**Gift Box Ornaments-Set of 4**  
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. Who wouldn’t love to receive a personalized small gift box? Paint one for everyone on your list! Overall size is approx. 4” x 3”. Cut from ¼” wood. 4 pieces, wood only.

63178  Your Cost $5.49

---

**New**

**Ticket Ornaments-Set of 3**  
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. This ornament has cut edges, like a ticket. Create the cutest holiday designs on this surface! Overall size is approx. 6” x 3½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 3 pieces, wood only.

63181  Your Cost $5.99

---

**New**

**Circle Frame Kits-Set of 3**  
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. Frame your favorite paintings in these adorable circle frame ornament kits. Overall size is approx. 4” x 4”. Cut from ¼” wood. 6 pieces, wood only. Wire and beads no included.

63179  Your Cost $6.49
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New
**Scroll Top Banner- 11½”**
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. Add some ornate details to your projects with this scroll top banner. Overall size is approx. 10½” x 6½”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63177 Your Cost $4.99

**Scroll Top Square Decorative Key Ornament**
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. Whether you paint holiday characters or mini landscapes, this square key ornament is perfect. A charming piece that you are sure to want to keep in your ornament stash. Approx. 2” x 7 ¼” in diameter. Cut from ⅛” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62992 Your Cost $1.49 each

New
**Gingerbread Houses-Set of 3**
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. Paint the cutest mini gingerbread houses on these ornaments. They would also make the cutest housewarming gift painted as a loved one’s house. Overall size is approx. 3¾” x 4¼”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 6 pieces, wood only. wire and ribbon not included.
63180 Your Cost $7.99

New
**Mini Bread Boards-Set of 2**
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. These mini bread boards are just so cute! They are perfect for all styles of paintings. Overall size is approx. 3¼” x 7”. Cut from ¼” wood. 2 pieces, wood only. Ribbon and bells not included.
63182 Your Cost $4.19

New
**Rectangle Ornaments-Set of 6**
Painting instructions in *Ornament Exchange with Friends*. This rectangle ornament set is perfect for your stash! They are great generic surfaces for every project. Overall size is approx. 2¼” x 5½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 6 pieces, wood only. Wire and bells not included.
63183 Your Cost $9.99
New

**A Touch of Winter**
*by Debby Forshey-Choma*

Debby’s breathtaking winter landscapes are on full display in her newest pattern book, *A Touch of Winter*. With her easy to follow instructions and detailed patterns, you will learn how to paint her Winter landscapes. Acrylic. 48 color pages.

38680 Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

---

**New**

**Postage Stamp Ornament**

Painting instructions in *A Touch of Winter*. This ornament features trimmed edges that resemble stamps. How charming it will look with your favorite holiday design on them. Overall size is approx. 4” x 5”. Cut from ½” MDF. 1 piece, wood only.

63032 Your Cost $2.44 Each

**New**

**Scroll Top Gift Tag Ornament-Set of 3**

Painting instructions in *A Touch of Winter*. These ornaments are sure to add a fancy touch to your holiday painting! Overall size is approx. 4” x 5½”. Cut from ½” wood. 3 pieces, wood only.

63184 Your Cost $6.15

**New**

**Plain Curved Gift Tag Ornament-Set of 3**

Painting instructions in *A Touch of Winter*. Add some movement to your projects with our curved gift tag ornaments. Overall size is approx. 5½” x 2⅜”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 3 pieces, wood only.

63175 Your Cost $6.49

---

**New & Exclusive**

**Christmas Ornaments Painting Instruction Packet**
*by Debby Forshey-Choma*

Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.

332188 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

**5½” Pocket Watch Ornament**

Painting instructions in *Christmas Ornaments Painting Instruction Packet*. A great ornament to keep in your stash. Ornaments are approx. 4” x 5½”. Cut from ⅛” MDF. 2 pieces, wood only.

63075 Your Cost $3.11 Each

---

**ARTIST’S CLUB EXCLUSIVE**

---

View our full line of products at [www.ArtistsClub.com](http://www.ArtistsClub.com)
New & Exclusive
Postcard for Santa Painting Instruction Packet
by Betty Bowers
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332190  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

New
Long Oval Board
Painting instructions in Postcard for Santa Painting Instruction Packet. Paint the cutest signs on our long oval board. Approx. 14” x 4½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Wire not included.
63186  Your Cost $6.99

New & Exclusive
Jake McFlake Painting Instruction Packet
by Betty Bowers
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332192  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Narrow Sled
Painting instructions in Jake McFlake Painting Instruction Packet. Our long wooden sled is great for a variety of holiday designs. Runners are approx. 11¾” x ½”. top is approx. 9½” x 2½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, extra wood add-ons and colored string not included.
62433  Your Cost $3.99

New & Exclusive
Frosty Winter Red Birds Painting Instruction Packet
by Betty Bowers
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332193  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Palette Sign Board
Painting instructions in Frosty Winter Red Birds Painting Instruction Packet. What a fabulous piece that is perfect for year round and festive holiday designs. Overall size is approx. 8” x 12”.
Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62927  Your Cost $9.99
New & Exclusive
Primitive Tree Painting Instruction Packet
by Margy Spradling
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332181 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

New & Exclusive
Holiday Palette Tree Painting Instruction Packet
by Deb Antonick
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332182 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

New Palette Tree
Painting instructions in *Primitive Tree Painting Instruction Packet* and *Holiday Palette Tree Painting Instruction Packet*. The perfect surface to paint for your Country Christmas. It would look so adorable as an advent calendar, fake tree or painting with your favorite holiday characters. Approx. 24” x 14”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63061 Your Cost $12.99

View our full line of products at www.ArtistsClub.com
**New & Exclusive**

**Joy Words Painting Instruction Packet**

by Sharon Bond

Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.

332183  Your Cost $3.49 or **Free Download**

**New**

**Chunky Word Joy**

Painting instructions in Joy Words Painting Instruction Packet. Add some holiday Joy to your decor with our Chunky Word Joy set. Approx. 10” x 6”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.

63059  Your Cost $5.99

**New & Exclusive**

**Noel Words Painting Instruction Packet**

by Sharon Bond

Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.

332184  Your Cost $3.49 or **Free Download**

**New**

**Chunky Word Noel**

Painting instructions in Noel Words Painting Instruction Packet. This sweet surface adds some holiday cheer to your Christmas decor. Approx. 7¼” x 7¼”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.

63058  Your Cost $5.99
New & Exclusive
Angels in Training Painting Instruction Packet
by Christy Hartman
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332173  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

New
Holiday Angels - Set of 2
Painting instructions in Angels in Training Painting Instruction Packet. This angel duo is a great project for beginners! Their flowing dresses are perfect for painting your own details. Approx. 7½" x 4". 2 pieces, made of resin.
80832  Your Cost $16.99

New & Exclusive
Marshmallow Snowmen Painting Instruction Packet
by Jamie Mills-Price
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332177  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

New & Exclusive
Marshmallow Ornaments - Set of 2
Painting instructions in Marshmallow Snowmen Painting Instruction Packet. This adorable marshmallow set is the sweetest thing you will paint this holiday season! Approx. 1¼" x ¾". 2 pieces, made of resin.
80825  Your Cost $4.99
New & Exclusive
Gingerbread Angels
Painting Instruction Packet
by Christy Hartman
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332185 Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

New
White Bucket
Painting instructions in Gingerbread Angels Painting Instruction Packet. This tin bucket has so many design options! It would make a cute organizer, gift box or goody tin. Approx. 6⅛” x 5” x 6⅛”. 2 pieces, made of tin.
63062 Your Cost $9.99

New & Exclusive
Believe in Santa Painting Instruction Packet
by Sharon Bond
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332195 Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

Large Ornament Shaped Plaque
Painting instructions in Believe in Santa Painting Instruction Packet. What a fun piece this is to paint for the holidays. Approx. 11¾” in diameter. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62982 Your Cost $14.99
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**New & Exclusive**

**Believe Painting Instruction Packet**

*by Anne Perz*

Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.

332174 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

---

**Pedestal Plate**

Painting Instructions in *Believe Painting Instruction Packet*. Our wooden pedestal plate is perfect for your next holiday or social gathering. It has an excellent painting surface that is perfect for a wide range of designs and themes. We do recommend placing food on a glass plate to protect your pedestal plate and your design. Overall size is approx. 4” x 12” in diameter. 3 pieces, wood only. Decorative use only. Some assembly required.

63044 Your Cost $28.85

---

**New & Exclusive**

**Flying Santa Painting Instruction Packet**

*by Loretta Mataik*

Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.

332180 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

---

**Heart Topped Breadboard**

Painting instructions in *Flying Santa Painting Instruction Packet*. A fabulous piece to paint for craft shows and gift giving. Approx. 7” x 10½”. Cut from 3⁄8” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Small wood cutouts and wire not included.

62636 Your Cost $6.99

---

View our full line of products at [www.ArtistsClub.com](http://www.ArtistsClub.com)
New & Exclusive
Winter Raggedy Friends Painting Instruction Packet
by Christy Hartman
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332172 Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

Exclusive
Large Blocks—Set of 4
Painting instructions in Winter Raggedy Friends Painting Instruction Packet. Our block set is great for a range of fun sayings. Just let your imagination go, and you can create something fun and exciting. This set includes sizes that range from 1½” x 10” to 4½” x 8” and are cut from ½” and ¾” wood.
4 pieces, wood only.
62824 Your Cost $11.00

New & Exclusive
Ho Ho Ho Santa Painting Instruction Packet
by Deb Antonick
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332175 Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

Medium Grooved Tree
Painting instructions in Ho Ho Ho Santa Painting Instruction Packet. Our grooved tree is perfect for a variety of holiday designs from landscapes to festive characters. Approx. 8½” x 13”. Cut from ¼” wood.
1 piece, wood only.
62999 Your Cost $9.99
**New & Exclusive**

**Skating Lessons Painting Instruction Packet**  
*by Sandra Malone*  
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.  
332179  Your Cost $3.49  
or Free Download

**Fancy Signboard**  
Painting instructions in *Skating Lessons Painting Instruction Packet*. The laser etched edges are what give this piece it’s unique look. Overall size is approx. 8” x 10”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
62882  Your Cost $5.99

**New & Exclusive**

**Snowy & Friend Painting Instruction Packet**  
*by Sandra Malone*  
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.  
332178  Your Cost $3.49  
or Free Download

**Postage Stamp Plaque**  
Painting instructions in *Snowy & Friend Painting Instruction Packet*. This plaque features a decorative edge that mimics the edge of a postage stamp. The overall classic shape is perfect for a wide range of designs from realistic to whimsical. Each is approx. 9” x 12”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
63038  Your Cost $4.94
New & Exclusive
Christmas Palette Painting Instruction Packet
by Barbara Bunsey
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332191  Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

New
Large Painter’s Palette
Painting instructions in Christmas Palette Painting Instruction Packet. Paint your favorite artsy design on this palette shaped wood surface. Overall size is approx. 8½” x 7”. Cut from ¾” wood.
1 piece, wood only. Artist, Barbara Bunsey, painted on a different surface, but her pattern will fit on this surface with little adjustment.
63162  Your Cost $3.99

DecoArt Snow Writer™
DecoArt’s popular Snow-Tex is also available in a writer. You can write or draw to add dimensional designs to ornaments, scrapbooks, gift bags, cards and most other surfaces. Non toxic, acid-free. Cleans up with water. 2 oz. bottle.
83207 Retail $3.28 | Your Cost $2.38

Snowflake Buttons—Set of 12
These snowflake buttons are perfect for accessorizing your favorite holiday projects. Snowflake buttons range in sizes from approx. ⅝” in diameter to 1¼” in diameter. Cut from ¼” wood. 12 pieces, wood only.
62856  Your Cost $4.99

DecoArt Snow-Tex™
Texture Medium
This white texture medium is non-toxic, cleans up easily with soap and water, and has an excellent snowy texture. Also great for texturing surfaces. Add acrylics to tint the medium before applying or it can be painted after it dries. It will adhere to most surfaces, remain workable for 20-30 minutes and will dry permanently in 2-6 hours. Water cleanup. Not for use on wearable fabrics. See our online tutorial. 4 oz. jar.
87333 Retail $4.30 | Your Cost $3.44

To order, call 1.800.845.6507 or fax your order to 1.360.260.8877
Ornamania 2
Chris Haughey
Chris Haughey has packed her newest book full of cute ornaments! If you only buy one pattern book this season, this is the one to buy!
40 pages - 13 color. Acrylic.
38655 Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

Small Scalloped Round Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2. Frame your favorite design in this sweet ornament. We love the vintage touch the scallops add! Approx. 4” x 4”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63142 Your Cost $2.44 Each

4½” Bracket Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2.
This fun shaped ornament will steal the show! The generous size is great for painting detailed designs. Approx. 4½” x 4½”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63143 Your Cost $2.44 Each

Vertical Plank Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2. Create mini rustic signs, ornaments or gift tags with this planked ornament. A great generic surface for all painting styles. Approx. 5” x 2¼”. Cut from ¾” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Wire and greenery not included.
63140 Your Cost $2.44 Each

Scalloped Tag Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2. Add some flair to your traditional projects with this cute scalloped ornament. Approx. 6½” x 2½”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63141 Your Cost $2.44 Each

Teardrop Frame Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2. Frame your favorite characters, quotes or year with this vintage style teardrop frame ornament. Approx. 4” x 4”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63147 Your Cost $3.49 Each
To order, call 1.800.845.6507 or fax your order to 1.360.260.8877

A. Moose Twist Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2.
This adorable ribbon adorned moose is just waiting to be put on your tree! Approx. 4” x 2½”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 2 pieces, wood only. Wire not included.
63145 Your Cost $2.81 Each

B. Snowman Twist Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2.
Your Christmas decor needs more snowmen and this ornament is a must buy! Approx. 4” x 2½”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 2 pieces, wood only. Wire not included.
63146 Your Cost $2.81 Each

C. Santa Twist Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2. This jolly Santa would make the cutest ornament, gift topper or magnet! Approx. 4¾” x 2¼”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 2 pieces, wood only. Wire not included.
63144 Your Cost $2.81 Each

D. 5½” Angel Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2. Keep your tree topper company with this beautiful Angel ornament. Approx. 5” x 4½”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Wire not included.
63138 Your Cost $2.44 Each

6” Arrow Ornament
Painting instructions in Ornamania 2.
Let this arrow ornament guide your way to the holidays! Approx. 6” x 3”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Wire and greenery not included.
63139 Your Cost $2.44 Each

Holly Berries & Leaves Cutout
Add some holiday greenery to your projects this Christmas. Approx. 3¼” x 2¼”. 1 piece, wood only.
63174 Your Cost $.75 Each

Small Snowman Cutout
This snowman buddy wants to join your projects this Christmas. Approx. 3¼” x 2¼”. 1 piece, wood only.
63173 Your Cost $.75 Each

Small Candy Cane Cutout
Does your project need an extra sweet detail? This candy cane is perfect for all your holiday projects. Approx. 4” x 1½”. 1 piece, wood only.
63172 Your Cost $.75 Each

63174 Your Cost $.75 Each
**New Artist’s Packets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Away in a Manger Pattern Packet</strong> by Chris Haughey**</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This beautiful plaque would make the cutest addition to your religious holiday decor. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joyful Plaque Pattern Packet</strong> by Chris Haughey**</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint this adorable and jolly snowman this holiday season! It will match all holiday decor. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12” Grooved Circle</strong> Painting instructions in Away in a Manger Pattern Packet**</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create the cutest round signs on this grooved 12” circle plaque. Approx. 12” x 12”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10” Joyful Plaque</strong> Painting instructions in Joyful Plaque Pattern Packet**</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This holly adorned plaque is a great surface for all your holiday signs. Approx. 12” x 8”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>To the Moon Pattern Packet</strong> by Chris Haughey**</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris captured the perfect mix of nostalgia and whimsy on this adorable plaque. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slanted Ribbon Plaque</strong> Painting instructions in To the Moon Pattern Packet**</td>
<td>$6.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This plaque is the perfect surface for painting signs with your favorite quote or sayings. Approx. 12” x 8”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Wire not included.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moonlight Ride Pattern Packet
by Chris Haughey
Chris captured the whimsy of Christmas Eve in her Moonlight Ride Pattern Packet. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.
30622  Your Cost $7.50

10” Crescent Moon Plaque
Painting instructions in Moonlight Ride Pattern Packet. This celestial shaped moon plaque can work for every season and holiday. Approx. 10” x 8”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63149  Your Cost $4.94

Holiday Treats Mason Jar Pattern Packet
by Chris Haughey
This classic but rustic project adds the perfect touch of sweet and whimsy to your holiday. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.
30620  Your Cost $7.50

12” Mason Jar Plaque
Painting instructions in Holiday Treats Mason Jar Pattern Packet. Create rustic and traditional projects with this adorable mason jar plaque. Approx. 12” x 5¼”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Ribbon, greenery and wooden tag not included.
63148  Your Cost $4.69

Joy to the World Pattern Packet
by Chris Haughey
Chris Haughey’s signature whimsical and textured style makes this plaque just too cute. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.
30623  Your Cost $7.50

14” Jumbo Tag Plaque
Painting instructions in Joy to the World Pattern Packet. This fun shaped plaque is a versatile piece, perfect for every season and holiday. Approx. 14” x 10”. Cut from ¾” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63151  Your Cost $7.44
ARTIST’S PACKETS

Penguins on Parade Ornaments Pattern Packet
by Lisbeth Stull
These winter clad penguins are begging you to paint them for your Christmas tree! Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.
30619 Your Cost $8.50

Scroll Top Gift Tag Ornament
Painting instructions in Penguins on Parade Ornaments Pattern Packet. These scroll top ornaments add a great ornate detail to a more traditional shape. Would make a charming gift tag also. Approx. 4½” x 2¼”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63134 Your Cost $1.15 each

Cookie Time Gingerbread Pattern Packet
by Chris Haughey
This tasty and oh-so-sweet gingerbread is perfect for your kitchen this holiday season. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.
30621 Your Cost $7.50

Snowman with Earmuffs Plaque
Painting instructions in Cookie Time Gingerbread Pattern Packet. This cuddly snowman is bundled up and ready for winter! Approx. 13¼” x 8”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63150 Your Cost $4.38

Mason Jar Kit—Set of 3 Ornaments
Painting instructions in Mason Jar Treats Ornaments Pattern Packet. How adorable are these jar ornaments. They would be great with everyday designs to create a fun wreath, or paint them with your favorite holiday characters to hang on your tree this season. Great for personalization too. Each is approx. 2½” x 6”. Cut from ¼” wood. 3 pieces, wood only. Decorative accessories not included.
63037 Your Cost $6.56

Mason Jar Treats Ornaments Pattern Packet
by Chris Haughey
These nostalgic mason jar treats are a fun take on traditional holiday decor. They would look great hanging in your kitchen! Packet includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.
30617 Your Cost $7.50
Let It Snow Plaque Pattern Packet  
_by Chris Haughey_  
Perfect for any snowman enthusiast!  
Packet includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic.  
8 color pgs.  
30615  Your Cost $7.50

Bracket Plaque  
Painting instructions in _Let it Snow Plaque Pattern Packet_. This fancy plaque is perfect for your holiday painting projects. Approx. size is 12" x 12". Cut from ¼" wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
63109  Your Cost $6.19

Fresh Cut Trees Pattern Packet  
_by Debbie Cotton_  
Paint this frosty winter wonderland with Debbie’s easy to follow instructions. Includes color images and instructions. Acrylic.  
38633  Your Cost $9.00

Arched Top Signboard  
Painting instructions in _Fresh Cut Trees Pattern Packet_. What a fun piece to keep in your wood stash, it is a definite must have for any painter. Overall size is approx. 18½" x 10⅜". Cut from ⅜" wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
62934  Your Cost $11.99 Each

great gift idea

New Paint Chip Poetry Game  
Composing a poem is easy and fun with this colorful and creative game! Players draw handfuls of paint chips and a prompt card, then rearrange the chips to create spontaneous poems out of the color names, with results that range from profound to hilarious. Created by bestselling author Lea Redmond, this quirky party game is also the perfect way to bust through writer’s block. Includes 400 paint chip cards, 40 prompt cards, 10 variation cards and instruction sheet.  
40202  Your Cost $19.99
**Tuttle's Touches Seasons and More!!**

*by MaryJo Tuttle*

MaryJo has done it again! Her adorable painting style shines through in her newest book. She walks you through projects for every season. Acrylic. 47 color pgs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Your Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Section Brush Box/Holder</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue Box with Square Panel</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Panel for Tissue Box</td>
<td>$1.99 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oval Globe Ornaments - Set of 2</td>
<td>$2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing Santa</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalloped Oval Etched Ornament</td>
<td>$2.50 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Section Brush Box/Holder

Painting instructions in *Tuttle’s Touches Seasons and More!!* Who doesn't love a functional and fun project? This brush holder is large enough to hold all your brushes but will fit conveniently on your painting table. Center is Overall size is approx. 9½" x 5" x 4¼". Cut from ½" wood. 1 piece, wood only.

63119 | Your Cost $12.99

**Tissue Box with Square Panel**

Painting instructions in *Tuttle’s Touches Seasons and More!!* Use this box as a planter, vase, or storage container. A great generic surface that has many uses and can be adapted for any painting style! Overall size is approx. 5¼" x 6" x 5¾". Cut from ¼" wood.

1 piece, wood only.

63117 | Your Cost $16.99

**Square Panel for Tissue Box**

Painting instructions in *Tuttle’s Touches Seasons and More!!* 5¼" x 6¼". Cut from ¼" wood. 1 piece, wood only.

63116 | Your Cost $1.99 Each

**Standing Santa**

Painting instructions in *Tuttle’s Touches Seasons and More!!* This Santa is exquisite once painted and assembled. What a charming addition he will be to your holiday decorating this season. He would make a great gift for the Santa collector. Approx. 8¼" x 16¼" x 4½". 3 pieces, wood only. Assembly required.

63047 | Your Cost $19.99

**Oval Globe Ornaments - Set of 2**

Painting instructions in *Tuttle’s Touches Seasons and More!!* Make a variety of characters and snow globes with this adorable set! Approx. 3¼ x 5". Cut from ¼" wood. 2 pieces, wood only.

63112 | Your Cost $2.99

See more projects online!
Homespun Touches Ornament Collection III
by MaryJo Tuttle
The third book in MaryJo’s series, Homespun Touches Ornament Collection is the pattern book every painter needs for this holiday season! Learn how to paint Santas, snowmen, and other holiday ornaments. Acrylic. 31 pgs color.

38634 Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

Snowflake Ornament
Painting instructions in Homespun Touches Ornament Collection III. These elegant snowflakes make the prettiest Christmas tree accessories. The die cut accents would look great framing characters or patterns. Approx. 4½” x 4½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Ribbon not included
63131 Your Cost $1.55 each

Snow Duo Ornament
Painting instructions in Homespun Touches Ornament Collection III. Paint these cuddly snowmen for your special someone! They would make a great yearly keepsake. Approx. 4” x 3¼”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Ribbon not included.
63129 Your Cost $.99 each

Santa with Bag Ornament
Painting instructions in Homespun Touches Ornament Collection III. Any Santa collector would love these ornaments! Paint your favorite nostalgic toys into his bag for a special touch. Approx. 4” x 3½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Ribbon not included.
63132 Your Cost $.99 each

Roly-Poly Ornament
Painting instructions in Homespun Touches Ornament Collection III. Add some playfulness to your decor with these amusing roly-polys. Approx. 4” x 3”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Ribbon not included.
63127 Your Cost $.99 each

Bald Santa Ornament
Painting instructions in Homespun Touches Ornament Collection III. Have you ever wondered what Santa looked like under his hat? Now you know and he sure is cute! Approx. 4½” x 2½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Ribbon not included.
63130 Your Cost $.99 each
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Let It Be Christmas
by Sandra Malone
Sandra Malone’s whimsical holiday projects are just too cute! The bright colors and adorable characters are sure to make an impact in your holiday decor. Acrylic. 40 color pgs.
38651 Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

Purse Ornament
Painting instructions in Let It Be Christmas. Every girl needs a handbag for every occasion and these purse ornaments are perfect for Christmas! Overall size is approx. 3¼” x 6¼”. Cut from ¼” wood. 2 pieces, wood only, chain not included.
63135 Your Cost $3.99 each

Cutout Train Set
Painting instructions in Let It Be Christmas. Make this epic Christmas Train Ornament. Any train enthusiast would love to have this set as a gift! Overall size ranges from approx. 4¼” x 4¼” to 5¼” x 5”. Cut from ¼” wood. 5 pieces, wood only.
63136 Your Cost $14.99

MORE HOLIDAY BOOKS

Christmastime 8
by Jamie Mills-Price
Jamie has done it again! She has filled her latest book with fabulous Christmas and winter designs that you are sure to love. Her designs include a wide range of adorable and cheery snowmen, along with festive gingerbread and penguin characters too. There are also a variety of Christmas themed lighthouses. So, grab your brushes and settle in for a wonderful collection of projects to paint for the upcoming holiday season. Acrylic. 56 pgs - 8 color.
38602 Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

Double Dash of Christmas
by Chris Haughey & Laurie Speltz
Two very talented artists combine their talents to bring you an exciting book filled with fabulous designs to enjoy this holiday season. You will find everything from ornaments, perfect for ornament exchanges, to signs to welcome family and friends. What a joyous time you will have painting all of these festive projects. Some patterns require enlarging. Acrylic. 47 color pgs.
38604 Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96
Winter Tweetings
by Renee Mullins
A warm and whimsical book that is filled with many different winter projects for the season! Learn how to paint birds along with classic holiday characters. Acrylic. 34 pgs - 4 color.
38631 Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

Arch Board
Painting instructions in Winter Tweetings. You can't have too many Santas! This adorable Santa from Renee Mullins is the cutest touch to your holiday decor. Overall size is approx. 13½” x 6½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63097 Your Cost $7.99

Snowman Express Ornament
Painting instructions in Winter Tweetings. This lovable guy wants to fly to your house for Christmas. Renee’s versatile snowman can match any holiday color scheme.
6¼” x 4¼”. Cut from ¼” wood.
1 piece, wood only.
63090 Your Cost $2.39 each

Santa Tweet Ornaments-Set of 3
Painting instructions in Winter Tweetings. This festive group of Santas are perfect for any Holiday enthusiast! Overall size is approx. 5½” x 3¼”. Cut from ¼” wood.
3 pieces, wood only.
63089 Your Cost $4.99

Winter Tweeting Snow Globe Ornaments-Set of 3
Painting instructions in Winter Tweetings. Make a trio of snow globe holding cuties. The options of characters is endless! Overall size is approx. 5½” x 5¼”. Cut from ¼” wood.
3 pieces, wood only.
63094 Your Cost $6.99

See more projects online!
Christmas Rooster
I love our resin rooster and wanted to give him a fresh look for Christmas, but I wanted to keep him simple. All you will need are a few paint colors and some accessories and you too can have him as part of your holiday decorating. See more detailed instructions on our blog at blog.artistsclub.com.

**Surface:** Rooster with Wire Legs #80820

**Palette:** Antiquing Medium #84126, Burnt Umber #13064, Lamp Black #13067, Marigold #13194, Santa Red #13170, White Wash #13532

**Other Supplies:** FolkArt Paisley Delight Stencil #71931, Stylus #70125, Spray Varnish, 12 mm Canadian Pine #63082, 20mm Canadian Pine #63083, 5/16” Holly Berries #63085, Hot Glue Gun #73004, Red Jingle Bells #63087, Baker’s Twine #70259

**Brushes:** Papillon 5 Piece Deerfoot Set #20167, Papillon 4 Piece Highlighter Set #20173, Papillon 5/8” Angular Shader #20112, Papillon 3 Piece Midliner Set #20171

Festive Snowman
Our 2017 Snowman is just so cute, I had to paint him, and his outstretched arms were perfect for some of your new holiday accessories. He was so much fun and paints up quickly with just some base coating, shading, and a little highlighting. See more detailed instructions on our blog at blog.artistsclub.com.

**Surface:** 2017 Snowman #80828

**Palette:** Antique Rose #13179, Avocado #13052, Burnt Umber #13064, Country Red #13018, Deep Midnight Blue #13166, Espresso #13261, French Grey Blue #13098, Glamour Dust Sapphire Blue, Hauser Dark Green #13133, Lamp Black #13067, Light Buttermilk #13164, Neons Torrid Orange, Neutral Grey #13095, Persimmon #13516, Sable Brown #13061, Snow White #13001, Uniform Blue #13086, Winter Blue #13190

**Other Supplies:** 12mm Canadian Pine #63082, 5/16” Holly Berries #63085, Baker’s Twine #70259, Rusty Tin Mini Snowflakes #70261

**Brushes:** Papillon 5 Piece Deerfoot Set #20167, Papillon 4 Piece Highlighter Set #20173, Papillon 5/8” Angular Shader #20112, Papillon 3 Piece Midliner Set #20171
LOL! So, when I saw our Lathe Wood Pallet Box my mind started thinking of lots of things to do with it. Christmas, fall, where should I start? Well, I knew I wanted to use our Canadian Pine branches that we carry, so that got me settled on Christmas. Inspired by a generic home sign on Pinterest, I decided to give that idea a bit of holiday flare. See more detailed instructions on our blog at blog.artistsclub.com.

**Palette**: White Wash #13002, Tuscan Red #13255  
**Other Supplies**: Curly Alphabet Stencil #71925, 1 branch of 20mm Canadian Pine #63083, 5/16” Holly Berries #63085, Folk Christmas Buttons #82222, Rusted Tin Mini Snowflakes #70261, Baker’s Twine #70259, Burlap Natural Ribbon #40139, 14” x 6” Lathe Wood Pallet Box #63107, Acrylic Sealer Finisher Matte Spray #70836, Hot Glue Gun  
**Brushes**: Papillon 5 Piece Deerfoot Set #20167, Papillon 4 Piece Highlighter Set #20173, Papillon 5/8” Angular Shader #20112, Papillon 3 Piece Midliner Set #20171

**New**  
14” x 6” Lathe Wood Pallet Box  
Create the cutest pallet signs with our large pallet box. Overall size is approx. 14” x 6” x 1½”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
63107  Retail $10.99 | Your Cost $8.79

**Home Pallet**  
My creative mind goes 90 miles an hour, just ask my husband…

**New**  
6” x 6” Lathe Wood Pallet Box  
This small Pallet box makes adorable mini rustic signs. Overall size is approx. 6” x 6” x 1½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
63105  Retail $7.99 | Your Cost $6.39

**Button Wreath**  
Everyone needs a wreath for the holiday season, so why not a button wreath? This little wreath is quick and easy to make with very few tools.  

**Palette**: Antique White #13058 and Santa Red #13170  
**Other Supplies**: 6” x 6” Lathe Wood Pallet Box #63105, Folk Christmas Buttons #82222, Circle Stencil #70843, Acrylic Sealer Finisher Matte Spray #70836, Glue Gun, Ribbon of your choice  
**Brushes**: Use your favorite brushes to basecoat the front and sides of the box.

**New**  
8” x 6” Lathe Wood Pallet Box  
This pallet box is the perfect size for displaying on your mantel or shelf. Overall size is approx. 8” x 6” x 1½”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
63106  Retail $8.99 | Your Cost $7.19

**Santa Pallet**  
This was a little bit of think outside the box project. Renee Mullins’ Santa Tweet Ornaments from her book “Winter Tweetings” #38631 are so adorable and I knew they would be perfect for this project! The patterns also fit without having to size down the pattern that is in the book, how great is that?!  

**Surface**: 8” x 6” Lathe Wood Pallet Box #63103  
**Other Supplies**: Winter Tweetings #38631, Christmas Curly Words Stencil #70857, Acrylic Sealer Finisher Matte Spray #70836
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**TWINKLE & SPARKLE SALE**

30% all glitters, metallics and pearlescent mediums!
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**Artist’s Club**
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Vancouver, WA 98687-7760
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**Hours:**
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We Ship Fast!
We use the US Postal Service for our Standard Shipping, please provide us with the appropriate address. Most orders are processed and on their way to you within 24 hours. In stock items, shipped standard shipping, should be on your doorstep within 5-14 calendar days anywhere in the U.S. If not delivered by the 12th day, please call so we can assist you in tracking your order. Back-orders will not be charged additional shipping.

Expedited Delivery
We are pleased to offer both 2nd and 3rd day delivery in the contiguous US via UPS. Just add an extra $16.00 for 2nd day and $10.00 for 3rd day delivery service. Orders placed by 12:00 PM PT Mon - Fri the same day. Orders placed Saturday and Sunday will ship on Monday. Sorry, no APO/FPO or post office box delivery. Some products are restricted from expedited shipping, call for details.

Aerosol Products
Due to shipping regulations, aerosol and flammable chemicals can only be sent to our contiguous U.S. customers.

Return Policy
Satisfaction Guaranteed! If our products don’t please you, just return them within 60 days of purchase for a full product refund. Sorry, we are unable to accept returns or cancellations on items shipped directly from the manufacturer. Items returned after 60 days are subject to a 25% restocking charge. Create an RMA # on our website or call Customer Service, Mon. - Fri. 5:00 am to 6:00 pm, PT. Instructions are on the back of your invoice.

Canadian Orders
Your order will be shipped via the fastest standard service. We handle the payment of duty for your convenience. No charges will be due upon delivery. No checks, cash or money orders please.

Mail Orders
Just fill out our order form and send your check, money order or credit card information to The Artist’s Club, P.O. Box 87760, Vancouver, WA 98687-7760. Please include a daytime phone so we can contact you with any questions! Sorry, no CODs, cash or purchase orders. There is a $15.00 service charge on checks returned for NSF.

Fax Orders To 1 (360) 260-8877
Please provide your credit card information, fax number, and daytime phone.

FREE PATTERN
Snowman Candle Lamp
Palette: Antique Rose, Burnt Sienna, Deep Midnight Blue, Lamp Black, Light Buttermilk, Persimmon, Snow White, Tangerine

Other Supplies: Paint Adhesion Medium #84185, Identi Pen #70830, 20mm Canadian Pine #63083, Acrylic Sealer Finisher Matte Spray #70836, Rusted Tin Mini Snowflakes #70261, Baker’s Twine #70259, Glamour Dust Sapphire Blue #13600, Glamour Dust Ice Crystal #13598, Neons Torrid Orange #18017

Brushes: Papillon 5 Piece Deerfoot Set #20167, Papillon 4 Piece Highlighter Set #20173, Papillon 5/8” Angular Shader #20112, Papillon 3 Piece Midliner Set #20171

Combine the Paint Adhesion Medium and Deep Midnight Blue per the instructions for the adhesion medium. With your largest Deerfoot brush, stipple the Deep Midnight Blue mixture all over the candle lamp. Let dry and stipple over the entire lamp again with Light Buttermilk. Let dry. Using your angle brush and Deep Midnight Blue shade around the base of the lamp, around all of the drips and in the deep grooves on the top of the lamp, as well as around where the lightbulb goes. Next highlight the center of the lamp and the drip marks with Snow White and your Highlighter brush. Transfer the pattern on to the face. Lightly brush on the cheeks with a Highlighter brush and Antique Rose. Paint the nose Persimmon, shade with Burnt Sienna at the base of the nose, highlight the tip with Torrid Orange. Paint the eyes Lamp Black. With your Identi Pen draw on the mouth and eyelashes, and the detail lines around the nose. Add a highlight dot to the eyes and cheeks with Snow White. When dry, add Ice Crystal Glamour Dust to the whitest parts of the drips, and add Sapphire Blue Glamour Dust to the shaded areas of the drips. Spray with varnish. Then, using a hot glue gun, glue one branch of the Canadian Pine to the base of the candle and add one rusty snowflake. Make a small bow with the Baker’s Twine and glue onto the snowflake.

New Electric Candle Lamp
Paint some antique designs on this decorative candle lamp. Includes bulb and extra long 5 foot cord with on/off switch. Approx 5¼” x 3½”.

82224 Retail $11.99 | Your Cost $9.59
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For a Limited Time Only!
4 Piece Basic Brush Set
Our 4 Piece is a limited edition brush set for the 2017 Holiday season. Perfect for stocking stuffers for the artist in your life. The set includes shader size 10, round size 6, filbert size 4 and liner 1/8/0.

21094  Your Cost $10.66 | Save 40%

New
Upright Holder
This ready to decorate paper holder is great for organizing office paper, scrapbook paper, magazines, and more. Each 3.5 inch wide holder can fit paper sizes up to 12 x 12 inches. 1 piece per package.

40201  Retail $9.99 | Your Cost $7.99

New
Pencil & Brush Organizer
Keep all your brushes organized and safe with this Pencil and Brush Organizer. The low profile set doesn't take up extra space on your work desk!

70262  Retail $4.99 | Your Cost $3.99

New
Clear Pencil Case
Keep your supplies organized and easy to find in this clear pencil case. 1 piece, 8" x 3".

70266  Your Cost $1.99

New
ArtBin Quick Flip Box
Keep your small project add ons and supplies organized. The two-sided access for maximum storage. Great for a variety of small supplies.

1 piece, 8" x 5" x 3".

70267  Your Cost $7.99

Art Pouch
Perfect for storing art supplies! The gold zipper and sturdy canvas make it non only adorable but functional. Fits in the Storage Binder. 4.5" x 8.5". 1 piece.

63078  Your Cost $3.99

Storage Binder
Organize your art supplies in style. Made of faux leather with a d-ring binder inside. Gold foil accents adorn the outside. Use the included pouches for storing supplies.

63079  Your Cost $29.99
New
Rolling Craft Tote
Are you looking for a rolling craft tote that will make it easy for you to bring your supplies wherever you go? This 17 x 17 inch colorful tote with wheels will give you the room you need to be able to accommodate all of your crafting essentials. No need to worry if it is too heavy, these wheels will make it as easy as rolling a heavy suitcase! Comes in pink floral only.
40200 Retail $99.99 | Your Cost $69.99

New
Hinged Wood Box
Perfect for jewelry boxes, knick-knacks, and organization! Paint to match any style.
63104 Retail $10.99 | Your Cost $8.79

New
Fancy Slate Plaque
Create fancy signs with this slate plaque. Perfect for painting chalkboard style designs!
63108 Retail $4.99 | Your Cost $3.99

New
Heart Scissors
These cute and stylish scissors not only work great but look great too! The large size is easy to hold. 1 piece, 9” x 4”.
70263 Retail $14.99 | Your Cost $11.99

Dial Trimmer
Make precise pattern cuts with this Dial Trimmer. Easily turn the dial to select from 6 blade options. The blade is long enough to cut through card stock up to 12 inches. Blade options include scallop, wave, deckle, perforate, cut and score.
70271 Your Cost $24.99

Wire Storage Kit
Store all of your craft supplies in this convenient kit. Includes 3 plastic jars, 1 metal bin, 1 rod, hanging hooks and clips. Approx. 20” x 24”. 41 pieces.
70270 Your Cost $49.99

Supreme Ruler
The ruler with all of the features to reign supreme. Perfect for paper crafts quilting & more. The easy grip handle and non-slip bottom keep your fingers safe. Approx. 19” x 3½”.
70269 Your Cost $19.99
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DecoArt Metallic Lustre
Add an elegant, gilded finish to home decor, mixed media, scrapbooking, and craft projects. Use for subtle accenting or full coverage. Absorbs into porous and painted surfaces. DecoArt Metallic Lustre is permanent, fast drying and water-based.

DecoArt Metallic Lustre 1 oz. container. | Retail $7.00 | Sale Price $4.90 | Save 30%

DecoArt Extreme Sheen Metallics
Offering an advanced, finely-pigmented formula, DecoArt® Extreme Sheen™ is the brightest, water-based, acrylic metallic paint on the market. Offered in a variety of trendy as well as classic colors, you are guaranteed a uniform, metallic shimmer from the ultra-fine, reflective pigments.

DecoArt Extreme Sheen 2 oz. bottle. Retail $2.68 | Sale Price $1.88 | Save 30%

DecoArt Glamour Dust™
Glamour Dust is a dry, fine sprinkle-on glitter for adding sparkle to painted fabric and craft projects. Ideal for use with Snow-Tex to create the effect of shimmering snow. May be used over any wet acrylic paint, fabric paint or sealer. Permanent and non-toxic. 2 colors available. 29.5 grams.
Retail $4.50 | Sale Price $3.15 | Save 30%

DecoArt Media Fluid Acrylics
DecoArt Media Fluid Acrylics are perfect for all of your mixed media needs. The paints are highly pigmented and formulated to deliver professional artist performance at all skill levels. Fluid Acrylics are flexible, intermixable, durable, and permanent. Quick and easy clean-up. Water-based and non-toxic. 1 oz. bottle. | Retail $4.18 | Sale Price $2.93 | Save 30%
DecoArt’s new Glamour Dust Glitter Paint is a premium ultra-fine elegant glitter paint used for decorative painting, home decor, and general craft painting projects. Easily brushes on eliminating the sprinkle-on glitter mess. Base dries clear. Safe and non toxic, cleans up easily with soap and water while still wet. Adds glitz and shimmer to almost any porous surface.

DecoArt Glamour Dust

2 oz. bottle. | Retail $2.36 | Sale Price $1.65 | Save 30%

Add sparkle to your decorating with Dazzling Metallics, the brightest, best-covering metallics anywhere. Available in a vibrant array of bright, glittering colors from delicate translucent pastels to deep, rich shades, and nothing comes close to the beautiful, rich dazzle of Glorious Gold. These products require no heat-setting and perform beautifully on wood, fabric or virtually any craft surface and are non-toxic.

DecoArt Dazzling Metallics

2 oz. bottle. | Retail $2.36 | Sale Price $1.65 | Save 30%

Jo Sonja’s Opal & Gold Dust

Jo Sonja’s Opal & Gold Dust are clear gel that contains tiny light-reflecting holographic particles which create an interplay of colors reminiscent of Australia’s rare gems and brilliant gold. Both may be used alone or applied to a dry pre-painted surface. It is suitable for a variety of surfaces including paper, card, glass, transparency film, plastic, canvas, wood, terra cotta, tin, fabric, silk or dried flowers. Mix with Jo Sonja’s Artists’ Colours before application for a more subtle effect. Apply over Jo Sonja’s Texture Paste to create the appearance of snow. Brushstrokes are evident when wet but disappear when fully dry. Cleans up with mild soap and water. 2 oz. bottle.

Retail $6.58 | Sale Price $4.61 Each | Save 30%

87385 Opal Dust | 87387 Gold Dust
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DecoArt Star-Lite Varnish
Star Lite Top Coat is a soft, glittering top coat that can be used over any acrylic paint. Adds sparkle to a variety of hard craft surfaces. Dries to a crystal clear, glittering finish. Non-toxic and cleans up easily with soap and water. 2 oz. bottle.
83197 Retail $2.26 | Sale Price $1.58 | Save 30%

DecoArt Pearlizing Medium
Pearlizing Medium gives a pearl look to home decor accessories, jewelry, and holiday decorations such as ornaments and Easter eggs. Pearlizing Medium must be mixed with the paint appropriate for the chosen surface. Non-toxic, soap and water clean-up. 2 oz. bottle.
87400 Retail $2.19 | Sale Price $1.53 | Save 30%

Decou-Page Papers
Americana Decou-Page Paper is significantly thinner than most decoupage papers currently available, which means it delivers an almost seamless finish. Extremely soft, durable, pliable, and workable, this special paper is so simple to use. It easily wraps around corners, eliminating creases and wrinkles. Foil will not crack or peel. Use on wood, metal, glass, fabrics, terra cotta, ceramics, resin, and more. Approx. 12”x16”. 3 sheets per pack.
Retail $6.50 | Sale Price $4.55 | Save 30%
Silver Basics Metallic: 82089 | Gold Basics-Metallic: 82090

LED Tea Lights—Set of 4
Use this wonderful set of four battery operated tea lights with wooden candle holders for hours of safe candle light enjoyment. Each candle features a bright LED light and features an On/Off switch. Each candle lasts for approx. 100 hours. Batteries included. Set includes 4 tea lights.
82216 Retail $9.99 | Sale Price $6.99 | Save 30%

Gold or Silver
20 Gauge Wire
Ideal for a wide variety of painting and crafting projects. Great for hanging ornaments. 15 yds.
Retail $6.59 | Sale Price $4.61 | Save 30%
82212 Gold | 82211 Silver

4” Bright LED Taper Candle
Our 4” taper candle is perfect for use with your favorite wood candle holders. The flickering silicone bulb lasts for 250 hours with 2 AAA alkaline batteries, not included. 1 candle per package.
82221 Retail $5.99 | Sale Price $4.19 | Save 30%

Bright LED Taper Candle
No need to worry about your wooden candle holders any more! This battery operated taper candle is perfect and fits into most candle holders. The silicone bulb flickers like a real candle flame. Lasts for over 300 hours with 2 AA alkaline batteries. 1 candle per package, batteries not included.
82217 Retail $5.99 | Sale Price $4.19 | Save 30%

Metallic Cords
Spruce up your ornaments with our metallic holiday colored cords. Use them as hangers or to create a festive bow to add just that special touch. 15 yards each. Choose from 4 colors.
Retail $1.69 | Sale Price $1.18 Each | Save 30%
80179 Gold | 80180 Silver | 80181 Red | 80182 Green

LED Candle Sticks—2 Pack
These candle sticks work for over 700 hours with 2 AA batteries. Bulb flickers like a real candle flame. Each candle is approx. 6⅜” tall. Set of 2. Batteries not included.
82214 Retail $5.99 | Sale Price $4.19 | Save 30%
# New & Exclusive

**Believe Snowmen Painting Instruction Packet**  
*Margy Spradling*  
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.  
332196  
Your Cost $3.49  

or Free Download

---

**Oval Plaque**  
Painting instructions in *Believe Snowmen Painting Instruction Packet*. We love this plaque with all of the laser cut details around the scalloped edge. An elegant surface that is perfect for landscapes, everyday, and seasonal designs. Make sure to keep one or two handy in your stash. Approx. 11½” x 15”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.  
63036  
Your Cost $16.19

---

**Rusty Tin Mini Snowflake**  
Add some rustic charm to your holiday projects with these charming Rusted Tin Mini Snowflakes. Made of Tin, ¾”.  
12 per package.  
70261  
Retail $2.99 | Your Cost $2.39

**Assorted Wood Stars**  
These versatile wood stars can be painted to match any project. Use for a variety of projects, easy to attach. Made of wood, assorted sizes. 22 per package.  
63102  
Retail $2.99 | Your Cost $2.39

**Folk Christmas Buttons**  
These red, green, white and clear buttons can be added to any surface to add some holiday cheer. Assorted Sizes.  
100/Package.  
82222  
Retail $6.49 | Your Cost $5.19

**Baker’s Twine**  
Baker’s twine is an excellent choice for gift wrapping, scrapbooking, card making and more! Add a festive touch to any project. 410 ft.  
70259  
Retail $5.99 | Your Cost $4.79

**Rusty Tin Stars - 7 Piece**  
These fun assorted sized tin stars will add a touch of country to your projects. Perfect all year round. Made of Tin, sizes range from ½” - 2”. 7 per package.  
70260  
Retail $2.49 | Your Cost $1.99

**5/16” Holly Berries**  
Add these wired Holly Berries to all of your holiday projects. They add a great pop of bright color and are easy to attach. ¾”.  
144/Package.  
63085  
Retail $2.59 | Your Cost $2.07

**Jingle Bell Assortment**  
Does your project need a little jingle? These bells are perfect for adding onto ornaments and other surfaces for an extra festive touch. Assorted sizes. 19 per package.  
Green: 63088  
Retail $4.99 | Your Cost $3.99  
Red: 63087  
Retail $4.99 | Your Cost $3.99

**Canadian Pine**  
Add some greenery to your projects with this faux Canadian Pine. The Pine is wrapped around wire so you an bend around any shape. 20 mm x 12 in. and 12 mm x 12 in. 20 mm: 20 per package, 12 mm: 15 per package.  
20mm: 63083  
Retail $1.99 | Your Cost $1.59  
12mm: 63082  
Retail $1.49 | Your Cost $1.19
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Exclusive
Santa & Mrs. Claus Painting Instruction Packet
Christy Hartman
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332154 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Slotted Base with Panel
Painting instructions in Santa & Mrs. Claus Painting Instruction Packet. This piece is sure to become a staple item in your wood stash. The design is perfect for a variety of seasons, designs, and painting themes. Renee gives you eight different designs that will take you throughout the year. The panel is approx. 4” x 6½” and cut from ⅛” wood. The base is approx. 2¼” x 4¼” and cut from ⅜” wood. Tag is approx. 1” x 2¼” and cut from ⅛” wood. 7 pieces, wood only.
62955 Your Cost $5.99

Exclusive
Gingerbread Boy & Wreath Painting Instruction Packet
Loretta Mateik
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332162 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Pedestal Plate
Painting instructions in Gingerbread Boy & Wreath Painting Instruction Packet. Our wooden pedestal plate is perfect for your next holiday or social gathering. It has an excellent painting surface that is perfect for a wide range of designs and themes. We do recommend placing food on a glass plate to protect your pedestal plate and your design. Overall size is approx. 4” x 12” in diameter. 3 pieces, wood only. Decorative use only. Some assembly required.
63044 Your Cost $28.85

Exclusive
Joy Painting Instruction Packet
Deb Antonick
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332156 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Narrow Rectangle Grooved Board
Painting instructions in Joy Painting Instruction Packet. This board is fabulous and will give any design whether everyday or seasonal a unique look with the grooved details. Each board is approx. 7” x 23”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only. Snowflake, small banner cutouts and burlap not included.
62936 Your Cost $9.99 Each
ARTIST'S CLUB EXCLUSIVE

Exclusive
Starry Snowmen Painting Instruction Packet
Sharon Bond
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332165  Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

Wide Trivet
Painting instructions in Starry Snowmen Painting Instruction Packet. This piece is fabulous! We love the versatility and it is great for landscapes, holiday characters, signs, and so much more. Overall size is approx. 6½” x 21½”. Cut from ⅜” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62899  Your Cost $14.99

Exclusive
Mooseletoe & Holly Painting Instruction Packet
Sharon Cook
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332167  Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

Ornament Box
Painting instructions in Mooseletoe & Holly Painting Instruction Packet. This box is perfect for storing your favorite ornaments. It could even be used as a gift box. Paint an everyday design for use all year long. Approx. 12½” x 12½” x 5”. Cut from ⅜”, and ¼” wood. 2 pieces, wood only.
62707  Your Cost $24.99

Exclusive
Christmas Bears Painting Instruction Packet
Susan Kelley
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332168  Your Cost $3.49
or Free Download

Nested Bulb Ornament - Set of 3
Painting instructions in Christmas Bears Painting Instruction Packet. Create unique, vintage theme ornaments on this set of 3 nested bulb shaped ornaments. Overall size is approx. 6½” x 2½”. Cut from ¼” wood. 3 pieces, wood only.
63064  Your Cost $8.99

To order, call 1.800.845.6507 or fax your order to 1.360.260.8877
**Exclusive**

**Snowmen Stick Together Painting Instruction Packet**
Christy Hartman
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332155  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

**Snowman with Tree**
Painting instructions in **Snowman with Tree Painting Instruction Packet**. This generic surface is perfect for any snowman enthusiast! Customize it to match your other decorations. Overall size is approx. 9¼” x 5½”. 1 piece, made of resin.
80826  Your Cost $17.99

**Exclusive**

**Santa with Bag Painting Instruction Packet**
Linda Samuels
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332161  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

**Santa with Bag**
Painting instructions in **Santa with Bag Painting Instruction Packet**. This petite Santa is the perfect detail to add to your holiday decor. The textured overcoat makes this a unique, must-have surface! Overall size is approx. 8” x 3”. 1 piece, made of resin.
80830  Your Cost $9.99

**Exclusive**

**Peace Painting Instruction Packet**
Kristin Gassaway
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332160  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

**Chunky Word Peace**
Painting instructions in **Peace Painting Instruction Packet**. Add some holiday joy to your mantle, decor or porch with this word cutout. Overall size is approx. 11½” x 6”. Cut from ¾” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63060  Your Cost $5.99

---

View our full line of products at [www.ArtistsClub.com](http://www.ArtistsClub.com)
Exclusive
He Sees You When You’re Sleeping
Painting Instruction Packet
Sharon Cook
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332166 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Wood Tree with Shelf
Painting instructions in He Sees You When You’re Sleeping Painting Instruction Packet. This unique surface includes shelves that fit in vertical slots on the tree (artist chose not to include shelves on design). Perfect for displaying knick-knacks, advent calendars or small decor items. Overall size is approx. 18” and 13”. Shelf depth is 1¾”. Cut from ½” wood. 10 pieces, wood only. Bow and star not included.
63057 Your Cost $14.99

Exclusive
Angel Heart Painting Instruction Packet
by Sandra Malone
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332163 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Exclusive
Angel with Heart
Painting instructions in Angel Heart Painting Instruction Packet. This glamorous angel can be painted for any season or to match any decor. Her full skirt is a great canvas for your creativity. Overall size is approx. 12” x 4½”. 1 piece, made of resin.
80833 Your Cost $14.99

New
DecoArt Glistening Snow Tex
Add snow effects to your craft and home decorating projects with DecoArt Glistening Snow Tex. It can be painted once dry, or tinted while wet for different textured effects, including a stucco look that can even be applied to walls.
2 fl. oz.
87429 Retail $2.50 | Your Cost $2.00

New
DecoArt Dimensional Effects
Paintable textural paste. Create dimensional designs with a firm yet flexible dimensional paste that won’t crack or peel. Can be tinted when wet or painted when dry.
4 fl. oz.
87428 Retail $5.94 | Your Cost $4.75
NEW STAMPS & STENCILS

New
**Cling Vintage Note Stamp**
Add a romantic flair to the backgrounds of your projects. Get a clean stamp every time with this quality stamp. 1 piece, 4" x 2¼".
70909  Your Cost $6.99

New
**Cling Vintage Letter Stamp**
This quality stamp will add some vintage French flair to your projects. 1 piece, 4" x 5".
70911  Your Cost $8.99

New
**Cling Dream Text Stamp**
Add intricate detail and texture to the backgrounds of your projects with this adorable Dream Text Stamp. Get crisp transfers every time with this Stampendous stamp. 1 piece, 4" x 5½".
70912  Your Cost $8.99

New
**Metal Blowing Leaves Stencil**
Get clean transfers every time with this Autumn leaf metal stencil. Perfect for adding texture paste to create raised textures. 1 piece, 4½" x 3½".
70921  Your Cost $9.99

New
**Cling Merry Scrolls Stamp**
A scrolly sentiment for holiday or any time. A perfect stamp for making cards and paintings. 1 piece, 2½" x 2½".
70918  Your Cost $4.99

New
**Cling Believe Scrolls Stamp**
A fun, brush-script, handwritten greeting for your holiday cards. Show your good wishes this holiday season with this holiday scroll stamp. 1 piece, 1½" x 1½".
70917  Your Cost $4.59

New
**Metal Falling Leaves Stencil**
Autumn leaves twist in the wind for a perfect Fall image. A great way to add seasonal texture to your projects. 1 piece, 5¼" x 2½".
70923  Your Cost $7.49

New
**Cling Holiday Scrolls Stamp**
This Christmas greeting will become a holiday classic you’ll reach for year after year. 1 piece, 2½" x 1½".
70919  Your Cost $4.99

New
**Metal Poinsettia Pattern Stencil**
A background pattern of poinsettia blooms makes a great holiday greeting card. It is a high quality, precise, stainless steel stencil. 1 piece, 5½" x 4½".
70922  Your Cost $8.99

New
**Memento Tuxedo Black Ink Pad**
This Ink Pad works with all brands of stamps. Dries quickly on most papers. When dry, stamped impressions are water resistant. 1 piece, 4" x 2½".
70913  Your Cost $6.99

New
**Decor Cling Music Stamp**
Musical passages, composers, and more fill this background perfect for music themed projects. This stamp background is perfect for creating home decor pieces, cards, scrapbook pages and more. 1 piece, 8" x 8".
70929  Your Cost $24.99

40  |  View our full line of products at www.ArtistsClub.com
NEW STAMPS & STENCILS

New
8½" Decor Clear Handle
This 8.5" X 8.5" acrylic handle is perfect for use with our Decor Cling Rubber Stamps. It’s also an ideal surface for mixed media projects using permanent ink. 1 piece, 8" x 8". 70924   Your Cost $10.99

New
Decor Cling Dream Stamp
Positive thoughts and uplifting messages cover this gorgeous background for cards, home decor, and more. 1 piece, 8" x 8". 70928   Your Cost $24.99

New
Decor Cling Snowflakes Stamp
Beautiful snowflakes create a background for so many winter decor and craft projects. 1 piece, 8" x 8". 70926   Your Cost $24.99

New
DecoArt Wood Reclaim
Smooth out cracks and gaps to create a more uniform and paintable surface over extremely rough or weathered wood with this thick acrylic coating. Wood Reclaim is specially designed for extremely weathered wood surfaces like old porches, wooden benches, porch swings, pallets, and more. It lays down a thicker film that helps to coat and fill in gaps and cracks, seal, and create a uniform finish over weathered surfaces. 16 oz. jar. 87427 Retail $14.98 | Your Cost $11.98

New
FolkArt Peel & Stick Happy Words Stencils
This peel & stick stencil is repositionable and reusable. Create crisp transfers for signs, picture frames and multi media projects with this happy word set! 13 pieces, 1½" x ½" to 3" x ½". 71937 Retail $5.29 | Your Cost $4.23

New
FolkArt Small Curly Tree Stencils
This dainty tree is perfect for adding graphic details to your projects. 1 piece, 6" x 6". 71933 Retail $3.99 | Your Cost $3.19

New
FolkArt Peel & Stick Thick Thin Chevron Stencils
Add some trendy graphic details to your projects with this easy to use stencil. The peel & stick stencil creates crisp transfers everytime. 1 piece, 5¼ x 8¼". 71936 Retail $5.29 | Your Cost $4.23

New
Decor Cling Script Stamp
Elegant, vintage script from actual postcards and letters creates a gorgeous background for all your projects. 1 piece, 8" x 8". 70927   Your Cost $24.99

New
Decor Cling Leaves Stamp
An Autumn full of real leaf prints make this background so fun for any season. 1 piece, 8" x 8". 70925   Your Cost $24.99

New
FolkArt Leaf Variety Stencils
This is the must have stencil for your fall projects! The variety of leaves give you plenty of options. 1 piece, 9½" x 8½". 71934 Retail $5.99 | Your Cost $4.79

New
FolkArt Words/Phrases Family Stencils
Add the cutest phrases to your projects with our Words/Phrases stencil. The easiest way to start on the sign trend! 1 piece, 9½" x 8½". 71935 Retail $5.99 | Your Cost $4.79
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CALLIGRAPHY BOOKS

New
365 Days of Art
by Lorna Scoble
365 Days of Art is an inspiring daily journal designed to help nurture your creativity and develop a love of art. Whether you are a novice, prolific doodler or experienced artist, this book is guaranteed to stir your imagination. Drawing. 365 color pgs.
38689 Your Cost $19.99

New
Modern Calligraphy Workshop
by Imogen Owen
From modern calligraphy in ink, brush lettering in paint and hand lettering in chalk, learn how to send beautiful snail mail or display your new favorite inspirational quote, all while relaxing, de-stressing and learning a new skill. Calligraphy. 143 color pgs.
38691 Your Cost $19.99

New
The Big Awesome Book of Hand & Chalk Lettering
by Dina Rodriguez
Illustrated with step-by-step instructions and photos, this book shows the complete beginner how to master the art of hand lettering in both ink and chalk, how to compose phrases on the page, and how to make letters look dimensional. Calligraphy. 206 color pgs.
38686 Retail $19.95 | Your Cost $15.96

New
The Lettershop Calligraphy Project Kit
by Joanne Fink & Cheryl O. Adams
The Speedball Create Calligraphy Instructional Workbook gives the most complete introduction to the art of italic lettering. This one-of-a-kind resource combines step-by-step instruction, design inspiration and detachable practice pages for easy reference. Calligraphy. 206 color pgs.
83216 Retail $22.05 | Your Cost $17.64

Happy Hand Lettering
by Jen Wagner
Messages from your own hand are an intimate and powerful means of expression and communication. Happy Hand Lettering offers you instruction and encouragement to begin creating beautifully written words right away. Calligraphy. 144 color pgs.
38666 Retail $24.99 | Your Cost $19.99

Brush Pen Lettering
by Grace Long
Drawing gorgeous letters, words and phrases with a brush pen doesn’t have to be difficult! Brush Pen Lettering will show you how to create your own unique style. Calligraphy. 124 color pgs.
38663 Your Cost $16.95

The Complete Book of Chalk Lettering
by Valerie McKeehan
In more than 60 lessons learn the art of hand drawn chalk lettering from an Etsy superstar. Then show off your newfound skills and create your own unique look. Master basic letterforms in a variety of styles, discover how to utilize chalk dust to add dimension and learn basic tips from a professional. Includes 3 built-in chalkboards. Calligraphy. 171 color pgs.
38644 Retail $19.95 | Your Cost $15.96
New

**Paper Cutting**
by Mihoko “Garden” Kurihana

Garden, the creator of the bestselling garden Coloring Book, is a renowned paper cutting artist; her delicate designs are highly acclaimed and loved by many. This book presents more than 150 of her original cutting designs, mainly featuring flowers and animals, but also include letters and numbers. It also provides detailed step-by-step paper cutting techniques, from copying the design to framing the completed work, which makes this the perfect introduction for beginners. Papercraft. 88 color pgs.

38688  Your Cost $14.95

New

**Omnigrid Rotary Cutting Mats**

These self-healing mats’ yellow markings are easy on the eyes. The 1” grid is marked with 1/8” intervals on all sides. Diagonal lines provide easy references for bias cuts. Both sides can be used. Dimensions are of the available cutting surface. Approx. 8” x 11”. 1 piece.

70272  Retail $11.99 | Your Cost $9.59

New

**Build Stuff with Wood**
by Asa Christiana

You don’t need a ton of talent, tools, or space to make amazing projects with wood—just a willingness to dive in and try. In Build Stuff with Wood, Asa throws out the old rules, creating useful, stylish items using only a few portable power tools, off-the-shelf lumber, and some unusual supplies. Woodworking. 202 color pgs.

38687  Your Cost $21.95

New

**Read This if You Want to Be Great at Drawing**
by Selwyn Leamy

You’ve always wanted to draw, but just didn’t know how to begin. Read This if You Want to Be Great at Drawing demystifies all the techniques and processes, providing you with everything you need to begin drawing your world. Drawing. 128 color pgs.

38690  Your Cost $17.99

New

**Paper Cutting by Mihoko “Garden” Kurihana**

Garden, the creator of the bestselling garden Coloring Book, is a renowned paper cutting artist; her delicate designs are highly acclaimed and loved by many. This book presents more than 150 of her original cutting designs, mainly featuring flowers and animals, but also include letters and numbers. It also provides detailed step-by-step paper cutting techniques, from copying the design to framing the completed work, which makes this the perfect introduction for beginners. Papercraft. 88 color pgs.

38688  Your Cost $14.95

New

**Omnigrid Rotary Cutting Mats**

These self-healing mats’ yellow markings are easy on the eyes. The 1” grid is marked with 1/8” intervals on all sides. Diagonal lines provide easy references for bias cuts. Both sides can be used. Dimensions are of the available cutting surface. Approx. 8” x 11”. 1 piece.

70272  Retail $11.99 | Your Cost $9.59

New

**Build Stuff with Wood**
by Asa Christiana

You don’t need a ton of talent, tools, or space to make amazing projects with wood—just a willingness to dive in and try. In Build Stuff with Wood, Asa throws out the old rules, creating useful, stylish items using only a few portable power tools, off-the-shelf lumber, and some unusual supplies. Woodworking. 202 color pgs.

38687  Your Cost $21.95

New

**Read This if You Want to Be Great at Drawing**
by Selwyn Leamy

You’ve always wanted to draw, but just didn’t know how to begin. Read This if You Want to Be Great at Drawing demystifies all the techniques and processes, providing you with everything you need to begin drawing your world. Drawing. 128 color pgs.

38690  Your Cost $17.99

Paper Stars
by Karen-Marie Fabricius

Learn how to make a beautiful paper constellation with Danish paper artist. These pretty projects will create a festive feel in your home all year round. Hang them at windows, from a mantelpiece, on the Christmas tree, or use them as unique embellishments for birthday presents and celebratory garlands. Instructional. 143 color pgs.

38649  Retail $19.95 | Sale Price $15.96 | Save 20%

New

**X-Acto Craft Tool Gripster**

Cut anything out with ease and precision with this X-Acto Gripster. The soft grip barrel and easy to change blade ensure comfort. Approx. 4¼” long. 1 piece.

70264  Retail $14.99 | Your Cost $11.99

Paper Stars
by Karen-Marie Fabricius

Learn how to make a beautiful paper constellation with Danish paper artist. These pretty projects will create a festive feel in your home all year round. Hang them at windows, from a mantelpiece, on the Christmas tree, or use them as unique embellishments for birthday presents and celebratory garlands. Instructional. 143 color pgs.

38649  Retail $19.95 | Sale Price $15.96 | Save 20%

New

**The Tinkering Woodworker**
by Mike Cheung

As the founder of Tinkering Monkey, Mike Cheung has always had a passion for designing and making smart, functional products that are built to last. In this book, he takes a break from his sign making business and gets back to his maker roots, delivering 14 original projects geared for home, work and play. Woodworking. 151 color pgs.

38653  Retail $24.95 | Sale Price $19.96 | Save 20%
New Rock Painting
by Carrie Sharp
Paint a rock and make a child smile! That's the idea behind these whimsical designs of cats, bugs, monsters, and other topics that children most often like to draw or paint. It's easy with the step-by-step photos and instructions inside. Painting. 32 color pgs.
38681 Retail $9.95 | Your Cost $7.99 | Save 20%

New Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Flowers in Watercolour
by Ann Mortimer
This comprehensive beginner's guide to painting flowers in watercolour is ideal if you want to learn to paint but are short on time. Each of the 35 quick-and-easy exercises takes no more than 30 minutes, and will teach you how to paint a particular flower or use a new technique in your work. Watercolor. 94 color pgs.
38684 Retail $19.95 | Your Cost $15.96 | Save 20%

New Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Street Scenes in Watercolour
by Grahame Booth
This comprehensive beginner's guide to painting watercolour street scenes is ideal if you want to learn to paint but are short of time. Each of the 32 quick-and-easy exercises takes no more than 30 minutes, and will teach you how to paint a new street scene element or practice a new technique. The step-by-step projects are all worked at postcard size—ideal for a 6 x 4” watercolour pad—giving you 32 mini works of art. Watercolor. 96 color pgs.
38685 Retail $19.95 | Your Cost $15.96 | Save 20%

New & Exclusive Market Bag Painting Instruction Packet
Theresa Prokop
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332189 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Canvas Market Bag
Painting instructions in Market Bag Painting Instruction Packet. Our market bag is perfect for taking shopping with you. The large front and deep sides are perfect for painting your favorite designs. Great for gift giving. Overall size is approx. 14" x 14" x 4". 1 piece, natural color only.
40143 Retail $8.99 | Your Cost $7.19 | Save 20%
**Makin' Fall Fun**

by Assorted Artists

Are you an Autumn addict? *Makin' Fall Fun* was made for you! Packed to the brim with fun fall themed projects, it will keep you busy decorating this fall. Acrylic. 48 color pgs.

38654  Retail $14.95 | Your Cost $11.96

---

**Tavern Sign**

Painting instructions in *Makin' Fall Fun*. Our tavern sign is perfect for your favorite designs. Paint it with an everyday theme for use year round, or choose a holiday theme to help you celebrate, either way, you can't go wrong with this piece! Approx. 11 7/8" x 16 1/4". Cut from 3/8" wood. 1 piece, wood only.

62825  Your Cost $13.75

---

**Door Plaque**

Painting instructions in *Makin' Fall fun*. Our door plaque is sure to become a classic go to surface. It is approx. 14" x 11 1/2", the perfect size for your porch or entryway. Cut from 3/8" wood. 1 piece, wood only.

62524  Your Cost $12.99
New & Exclusive
Fall Lap Desk Painting Instruction Packet
Theresa Prokop
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332194       Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Small Lap Desk
Painting instructions in Fall Lap Desk Painting Instruction Packet. This small lap desk is perfect for people of all ages. Approx. 11" x 2¼" x 9¾". Cut from ½" and ½" wood. Top of lap has a grooved pencil and pen holder. 2 pieces, wood only. Hardware included. Some assembly required.
62162       Your Cost $17.99

Exclusive
Fall Fun with Pumpkins Painting Instruction Packet
by Loretta Mateik
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332141       Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Arch Top Letter Holder
Painting instructions in Fall Fun with Pumpkins Painting Instruction Packet. This piece is fabulous! Use it as a mail holder or fill with tasty wrapped treats. The back board is perfect for a wide variety of design options. Approx. 12" x 11½" x 3¾". Cut from ½" wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62497       Your Cost $14.99

Exclusive
We Gather Together Painting Instruction Packet
by Sharon Cook
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332146       Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

Wide Trivet
Painting instructions in We Gather Together Painting Instruction Packet. This piece is fabulous! We love the versatility and it is great for landscapes, holiday characters, signs, and so much more. Overall size is approx. 6½" x 21¼". Cut from ⅜" wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62899       Your Cost $14.99
Simply Fall Pattern Packet
by Maxine Thomas
Maxine’s fall scene is so cute! It would be a great addition to your home this Autumn. Packet includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic.
38650 Your Cost $9.00

14” Scoop Plate
Painting instructions in Simply Fall Pattern Packet. This large plate is a wonderful surface for all kinds of paintings. A perfect size for hanging on the wall, your mantle or display on a shelf. Overall size when assembled is approx. 14” x 14”. Cut from ½” wood. 1 pieces, wood only.
63121 Your Cost $22.99

Harvest Time Scarecrow Pattern Packet
by Chris Haughey
Chris Haughey’s Harvest Time Scarecrow is just too cute! The cuddly scarecrow and pumpkins are a sweet addition to your Autumn decor. Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
30611 Your Cost $7.50

Scarecrow Plaque
Painting instructions in Harvest Time Scarecrow Pattern Packet. This piece is cut from beautifully smooth MDF which makes painting a breeze. Approx. 15” x 11½”. Cut from ¼” MDF. 1 piece, wood only.
63099 Your Cost $6.19

MUST HAVE TOOLS

Sponge Dauber-Set of 6
Use to apply mediums and create blended backgrounds. Approx. 1¼” long. Sponge is approx. ½” in diameter. 6 pieces.
70265 Your Cost $6.99

Smooth Brush Paint Applicators
Apply paint in a smooth application with these smooth brush paint applicators. Perfect for arts, painting, crafts and special effects. Approx 5” x 2¼” to 3¼” x 3¼”. 3 per package.
70915 Retail $7.99 | Your Cost $6.39
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Use script liners to create long scrolling lines, straight lines or stroke work. As you vary your pressure, the lines will increase or decrease in thickness.

Papillon Individual Script Liners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>18/0</th>
<th>10/0</th>
<th>6/0</th>
<th>2/0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>20136</td>
<td>20137</td>
<td>20138</td>
<td>20139</td>
<td>20140</td>
<td>20141</td>
<td>20142</td>
<td>20143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
<td>$2.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liners are traditionally used for monogramming, highlighting, lining and stroke work. Remember to thin your paint to ink consistency for best results.

Papillon Individual Liners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>18/0</th>
<th>10/0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>20144</td>
<td>20145</td>
<td>20146</td>
<td>20147</td>
<td>20148</td>
<td>20149</td>
<td>20150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.79</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
<td>$2.39</td>
<td>$2.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comb brushes are essential in creating realistic hair and grass. Use this texturizing brush with a naturally fingered shape for quick cross hatching, fur, hair, grasses, wood graining, feathers and more.

Papillon Individual Combs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>1/8”</th>
<th>1/4”</th>
<th>1/2”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>20151</td>
<td>20152</td>
<td>20153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
<td>$3.59</td>
<td>$4.19</td>
<td>$4.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Filbert Combs combine the shape of a filbert with the fingered bristles of a comb.

Papillon Individual Filbert Combs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>1/8”</th>
<th>1/4”</th>
<th>1/2”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>20104</td>
<td>20105</td>
<td>20106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
<td>$2.99</td>
<td>$3.59</td>
<td>$4.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Papillon’s glaze wash brushes insure ideal application for broad wash strokes, base coating and glazing techniques. They hold a beautiful chisel edge when wet!

Papillon Individual Glaze Wash

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>3/4”</th>
<th>1”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>20102</td>
<td>20103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
<td>$8.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We designed our angular shaders to hold enough water to make floating a breeze! Don’t forget, angular shaders are wonderful for double, single and side loading. Their angled shape is suited to painting or blending in small areas and corners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Papillon Individual Angular Shaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Filberts have a natural shape that is perfect for painting a variety of flower petals and leaves. Our filberts hold their shape and give you consistency with every stroke!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Papillon Individual Filberts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our shaders have a perfect, sharp, chisel edge for creating crisp edges while offering precise control in tight areas! These are a great basic for any painter, whether you prefer a set or individual brushes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Papillon Individual Shaders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original and the best brush for stroke work! By varying the pressure, this brush is great for detail work as well as filling in larger areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Papillon Individual Rounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Papillon Angular Shader 7 Piece Set
With this one fabulous set you can get all of our individual angular shaders at a fantastic price! This set includes one each of the following angular shader brushes: sizes 1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4" and 1".
20115 Purchased Individually $32.13 | Your Cost $20.88

Papillon Resin Brush Set
We chose some of our favorite sizes of Papillon brushes that we love to use when painting resin, and combined them into one fabulous set. Set includes one each of the following brushes: Angular Shader sizes ¼" and ½", Filbert size 2, Shader sizes 4, 8, and 16, Liner sizes 1½", and 1¾", and Round sizes ¾ and 4.
20191 Purchased Individually $28.60 | Your Cost $18.59

Papillon Angular Shader 7 Piece Set
With this one fabulous set you can get all of our individual angular shaders at a fantastic price! This set includes one each of the following angular shader brushes: sizes 1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4" and 1".
20115 Purchased Individually $32.13 | Your Cost $20.88

Papillon Filbert 6 Piece Set
Our filbert set gives you the opportunity to try each size at a fabulous price! This set includes one each of the following filbert brushes: sizes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12.
20122 Purchased Individually $20.54 | Your Cost $13.35

Papillon Round 5 Piece Set-Small
An ideal set for details and small stroke work. This set includes one each of the following round brushes: sizes 10/0, 3/0, 1, 2 and 3.
20160 Purchased Individually $10.15 | Your Cost $6.59

Papillon Shader 5 Piece Set
Our shaders make floating a breeze! Their blends are perfect for holding the correct amount of water. This set includes one each of the following shader brushes: sizes 0, 1, 2, 4 and 6.
20128 Purchased Individually $10.95 | Your Cost $7.11

Papillon 7 Piece Starter Set
This is the perfect brush set for any painter—whether you are a beginner, or are an experienced painter. If you have never tried Papillon brushes, this is the ideal set to give them a try. It is great for gift giving too! Set includes one each of the following brushes: Glaze Wash size 3/4", Shader size 12, Angular Shader size ¾", Filbert size 2, Round size 4, Liner size 1½", Script Liner size %.
20188 Purchased Individually $21.99 | Your Cost $14.29

50 | View our full line of products at www.ArtistsClub.com
**Papillon Stipple 4 Piece Brush Set**
Our stipple brushes are made of our exclusive Papillon blend and are the perfect brush for stippling fur, shrubbery, beards and more. Set includes one each of the following brushes: sizes 2, 4, 6 and 8.

20172  
Retail $11.99 | Your Cost $7.79

**Papillon Finish 2 Piece Brush Set**
Our finish brushes are exquisite! They allow varnish to flow smoothly and evenly without leaving brush marks. Set includes one each of the following brushes: 1" and ½".

20170  
Retail $17.99 | Your Cost $11.69

**Papillon Comb 3 Piece Set**
Our 3 piece comb set features the most popular sizes—perfect for all projects. This set includes one each of the following comb brushes: sizes ⅛", ¼", and ½".

20154  
Purchased Individually $12.57 | Your Cost $8.17

**Papillon Blending 5 Piece Brush Set**
Our blending brushes are perfect for highlighting, shading and applying tints. They're ideal for dry brushing and blending. Set includes one each of the following brushes: size 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8.

20168  
Retail $7.99 | Your Cost $5.19

**Papillon Filbert Comb 3 Piece Set**
Our three filbert combs are all you will need to paint beautiful Santa beards and flowing hair. This set includes one each of the following filbert comb brushes: sizes ⅛", ¼", and ½".

20107  
Purchased Individually $11.37 | Your Cost $7.39

**Deerfoot 5 Piece Brush Set**
Stipple and pounce your way to beautiful foliage, fur and snow with our deerfoot brushes. Set includes one each of the following brushes: ⅜", ⅛", ⅛", ⅛" and ⅛".

20167  
Retail $24.99 | Your Cost $16.24

**Papillon Fan 2 Piece Set**
Fan brushes are great for painting trees, foliage and spattering, making them a must have for any painter. Set includes one each of the following brushes: size 2 and 4.

20169  
Retail $7.99 | Your Cost $5.19

**Papillon Highlighter 4 Piece Brush Set**
Scrubbing in highlights will be a breeze with our highlighter brushes. Set includes one each of the following brushes: 1", ⅝", ⅜" and ½".

20173  
Retail $16.99 | Your Cost $11.04
**Exclusive**

**Owls Painting Instruction Packet**
by Betty Bowers
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332153  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

**Framed Plaque**
Painting instructions in Owls Painting Instruction Packet. This sign board is perfect for your favorite designs and seasons. You can paint one side and flip it over for a second painting surface. Overall size with frame is approx. 8” x 12”. Cut from ¼” and ½” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
62588  Your Cost $11.99

**Exclusive**

**Wildflowers Painting Instruction Packet**
by Margaret Wilson
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332169  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

**Country Gingham Rooster Painting Instruction Packet**
by Kerry Trout
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332159  Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

**Coaster Box**
Painting instructions in Wildflowers Painting Instruction Packet. A wonderful set of coasters with holder for showing off your painting skills. Great for seasonal or everyday designs. Coaster holder is approx. 6¼” x 6¼” x 3”. Cut from ½” and ¼” wood. Includes 6 coasters approx. 4” x 4”. Cut from ¼” wood. 7 pieces, wood only.
62715  Your Cost $14.99

**Herb Planter Box with Insert**
Painting instructions in Country Gingham Rooster Painting Instruction Packet. Approx. 8½” x 2½” x 3½”. Cut from ¼” and ½” wood. 2 pieces, wood only.
62569  Your Cost $8.99
To order, call 1.800.845.6507 or fax your order to 1.360.260.8877

**Gather Round the Campfire Pattern Packet**
*by Chris Haughey*
Who doesn’t love a campfire in the summer? Chris Haughey’s packet teaches you how to paint this adorable campfire plaque. Packet includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 color pgs.
30614 Your Cost $7.50

**Gone Fishing Plaque Pattern Packet**
*by Chris Haughey*
Paint yourself into this serene lake scene by Chris Haughey. Packet includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic. 8 pgs color.
30616 Your Cost $7.50

**Gas Pump Sign**
Painting instructions in Gone Fishing Pattern Packet. This gas pump shaped sign is perfect for painting a landscape or scene above a sign. Approx. 14” x 13¼”. Cut from ¼” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63110 Your Cost $8.69

**Time for Tea Pattern Packet**
*by Lisbeth Stull*
Make your mornings more fashionable! Paint your own tea bag holder with Lisbeth’s Time for Tea Pattern Packet. Includes color photos, full-sized pattern, and painting instructions. Acrylic.
30618 Your Cost $8.50

**Tea bag Holder**
Painting instructions in Time for Tea Pattern Packet. Keep your favorite tea bags in one convenient location. Approx. 3⅛” x 14¾” x 4¼”. Cut from ⅛”, and ¼” wood. 3 pieces, wood only.
62667 Your Cost $16.99

**14” Mink-Ironing Board**
Painting instructions in Gather Round the Campfire Pattern Packet. This quirky shaped surface is great for making geometric designs and framing your painting in an interesting format. Approx. 14” x 6”. Cut from ⅛” wood. 1 piece, wood only.
63111 Your Cost $4.95
DecoArt Vintage Effect Wash
Use over raw or finished surfaces to achieve a light and washed-out look. Nordic design trends are inspiring this semi-transparent, pickling wash on everything from furniture to home decor items. Its transparency gives painters complete control over the color intensity and amount of weathering, and it doesn’t hide the natural wood grain.

DecoArt Vintage Effect Wash 8 oz. jar | Retail $5.98 | Your Cost $4.78

Come see us for Black Friday Deals!

Make sure you come and visit ArtistsClub.com on November 24th, 2017 for great holiday deals that you won’t be able to pass up. Make sure to shop early for the best selection. Sale ends November 28th, 2017.

Holiday Shipping
To ensure delivery before Christmas orders must be placed by 12:00 pm EST on December 15, 2017 using regular shipping and 12:00 pm EST on December 20, 2017 using expedited shipping.
**Polka Dot Stocking**

Our Make Your Own Stocking Kit #40151 is a great surface to let your imagination be creative and have a lot of fun with. I used a few things provide in the kit along with some of our new holiday accessories to give this stocking a fun new look. For more detailed instructions, visit our blog at blog.artistsclub.com.

**Surface:** Make Your Own Stocking Kit #40151  
**Palette:** Hauser Dark Green #13133 and White Wash #13002, Glamour Dust Glitter Paint: Ice Crystal #13598  
**Other Supplies:** Rusted Star – Rustic 7 Piece #70260, Baker’s Twine #70259, Folk Christmas Buttons #82222, Red Jingle Bell Assortment #63087, Green Jingle Bell Assortment #63088, Polka Dot Stencil #70842, Glue Gun

**Colorful Decoupage Rooster & Blocks**

Our resin rooster is the perfect surface to let your imagination go wild! Using Amy Butler’s Decoupage and DecoArt Americana Acrylics, this rooster would make the cutest gift! This rooster is a quick project that lets your imagination flex it’s muscle! The blocks a fun addition that would be a great inspirational gift for any young girl! For more detailed instructions, visit our blog at blog.artistsclub.com.

**Surface:** Wire Rooster with Legs #80820  
**Palette:** Baby Pink #13031, Laguna #13291, Lamp Black #13533, Mint Julep Green #13045, Peony #13215, Razzle Berry #13266, Sea Aqua #13046, Snow (Titanium) White #13532  
**Other Supplies:** Amy Butler Decoupage #38662, Decoupage Medium #83209
New & Exclusive
The Family Trees Painting Instruction Packet
by Donna Hodson
Includes color images, painting pattern, and instructions. Acrylic.
332186 Your Cost $3.49 or Free Download

New
Nested Tree Ornament-Set of 3
Painting instructions in The Family Trees Painting Instruction Packet.
These versatile ornaments are the perfect set for your stash. Overall size ranges from approx. 7½" x 6" to 4½" x 3¼". 3 pieces, wood only.
63063 Your Cost $8.99

Would you like more inspiration?
See full Snapshot project instructions, new products and unlimited project inspiration at our blog!
blog.artistsclub.com
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